WE ARE PROUD TO LAUNCH OUR BREAKTHROUGH REPORT AS PART OF A SPECIAL EVENT FOCUSED ON JAPAN

LOW COST, LARGE SCALE HYDROGEN-ENABLED SYNTHETIC FUELS

8 MARCH 2021 - 7.00pm (GMT+9)

Nobuo TANAKA, Chair, Steering Committee, Innovation for Cool Earth Forum (ICEF)

Eri NAKATANI, ANRE of Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI)

Dr. Sama BILBAO Y LEÓN, Director General, World Nuclear Association (WNA)

Kirsty GOGAN, Co-Founder, TerraPraxis

Tomoko MURAKAMI, The Institute of Energy Economics Japan (IEEJ)

Tatsusaburo KIMURA, ex-Senior Advisor for Hydrogen Business Department, Sumitomo Corporation

Eric INGERSOLL, Co-Founder, TerraPraxis

Mayumi WATANABE, Japan NRG

The virtual event will give insights on:
- Hydrogen-enabled fuels as the missing link to a livable climate
- Hydrogen cost drivers
- Re-deploying oil and gas capability for clean hydrogen / synfuels production
- Cost reduction from shipyard manufacturing
- Scale: a reality check for Japan

REGISTER HERE FOR THE ONLINE LAUNCH WITH SIMULTANEOUS ENGLISH / JAPANESE INTERPRETATION